LAST INFORMATION

1. RACE OFFICE AND TEAM INFORMATION DESK
   Race office will be situated in the tent next to the catering tent behind the finish tower. All information, startlists and start numbers will be distributed here.

   Opening times:
   Wednesday  9:00-12:00 13:00-17:00
   Thursday  9:00-12:00 13:00-17:00
   Friday  8:30-18:00
   Saturday  7:30-18:00
   Sunday  7:30-18:00

2. NO ACCREDITATION CARDS will be used, only teamleader will have a special wristband to access finish tower.

3. TEAMLEADERS MEETING
   Teamleaders meeting will be at the venue in the catering tent on 12th September at 16:00.
   If you send your phone number to hujsova@canoe.sk or +421907987928 you will be added to whatsapp group Olympic Hopes and we will send you all necessary info when needed.

4. CHANGES
   All changes has to be written in Change form which can be downloaded here
   https://oh2019.canoe.sk/default/documents/ and submitted to martin@mbielik.sk until 11th September 16:00.

5. TESTING OF START SYSTEM
   Training from the start blocks will be on 12th September from 9:00 to 11:00

6. BOAT CONTROL
   According to the Slovak Canoeing rules there will be boat controls after each race. They will take place near the finish tower. The team leaders are asked to take care that the requested boats immediately move to the checkpoint. They will be requested by speaker’s call.
   You can use pre-race boat scale in the finish area before the competition on Wednesday and Thursday from 9:30 until 17:00.

7. VICTORY CEREMONY
   The victory ceremony will take place in front of the grandstands. The team leaders will be responsible for their athletes coming to this ceremony immediately after the race, wearing national suits.
   All athletes, which are not just in time, are excluded from the ceremony.
8. CATERING
At the venue will be served only lunch:

From 8th to 10th September between 11:00 and 12:00
From 11th until 12th September between 11:00 and 14:00

To get the lunch at the venue, you will need a lunch ticket. Tickets can be picked up in the Race office

In separate emails we sent you specific time schedule with the breakfast and dinner.

9. DRINK WATER
By the catering tent will be located a tank with water with sign BVS, where you can get fresh water to drink for free.

10. TRANSPORTATION
Teamleaders received separate email with the timetable of the shuttle bus going to and back from your hotels. Each hotel receptions also have this timetable. Bus going to hotel Barok also works for public and it stops at bus stop Zehrianska at these times:

**Friday to the venue:** 7:45, 8:45, 10:00, 13:30, 15:30
**Saturday and Sunday to the venue:** 7:00, 8:00, 9:15, 13:30, 15:30
**Friday, Saturday and Sunday from the venue:** 14:00, 16:00, 18:15

Contact person for transportation +421903323051, ren.vajdova@gmail.com

11. RECEPTION
For the reception you will get the personal invitation during the accreditation. It will take place at the Hotel Divoká voda in Čunovo on Saturday, September 14th at 20:00.

12. Please note, that all important information, as startlists, can be found at oh2019.canoe.sk